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1. Introduction 

Abstract 

Coconut Global - NFT Social Network Platform 

Bring super entertaining short form NFT to the world 

Create – Trade – Earn - Enjoy 

We are proudly announcing that we have built Coconut Global – a unique NFT marketplace for users. 

Through our efforts to help improve and eliminate the backlog problems that creators and collectors 

have to face in the NFT market, such as the difficulty of understanding to use the NFT marketplace 

platform or the fee of creating, buying, and selling NFT items is too expensive. You may wonder how we 

can solve these problems? Because Coconut Global is running on Binance Smart Chain (BSC), therefore 

users can take advantage of the low gas fee and high transaction speed at the same time. Moreover, we 

aim to refresh the current NFT market, which is being repeated; we focus on building an NFT platform 

where content is new and fun like short videos on TikTok or Instagram. Content creators will have a new 

way to contribute and make money from their content. To summarize, Coconut Global is a new 

multichain streaming social network platform including an NFT marketplace where people can easily 

create – trade – earn and enjoy short form NFTs. 

To serve creators, viewers, and buyers in the best way, we have gathered the most optimize and 

convenient features in one product. Because of that reason, our platform is a combination of streaming 

social network features and functions of an NFT marketplace. 

With the advent of Coconut Global, users will no longer have to worry about such problems. Coconut 

Global is the NFT marketplace where users can mint, buy and sell digital content most easily and cost-

effectively. Users do not have to know about specialized knowledge such as coding. We are aware that 

many global content creators are not familiar with blockchain and Non-fungible Tokens, so we do our 

best to make Coconut Global in the easiest way for users to understand. By optimizing these 

technologies, as we may say- "with Coconut Global — NFT is easy as pie". 

 

1.1 Problems  

a. Copyrights & Ownership 

With modern technology nowadays, anyone can share their creative content online with people around 

the world. In addition, content creators are also taking advantage of this strength of the internet to 

share their content globally and make money by selling them. However, the emerging problem is that 

content shared online is easy to copy, even with registered intellectual rights. 

Online social media platforms such as TikTok, Instagram, and Facebook are becoming more popular, and 

many content creators are generously demonstrating their strengths in these online platforms. They 



 

 

only can make money by selling their content through a centralized platform which charges expensive 

fees. Such as at https://creativemarket.com/ or https://www.designcuts.com/ etc. 

However, online platforms may look good, but they include problems. New technologies always have 

further issues. When many content creators upload their work to the online space to share and sell, 

some early viewers can duplicate these works quickly and sell them like their own works, and these 

things shouldn't happen. This sad reality is occurring all over the world. It's a world where not only 

famous creators but also promising content creators are being copied. Unless they are worldwide 

celebrities recognized by many people, it is challenging to protect their digital content by copyright. And 

in the end, it is complicated to protect their content in the online world. 

 

b. High fees and price bubbles in NFT Market 

 

To solve centralized platform shortcomings and The Copyrights & Ownership Problem, we have 

developed blockchain-based NFT technology. We used NFT as a Decentralized service so that the cost 

will be much cheaper than a Centralized service in theory. However, most NFT platforms run on the 

Ethereum main net, which means users have to pay expensive fees and experience the network's slow 

transactions. 

Of course, when we trade anything online by Cefi or even Defi we also have to pay a fee. In short, 

depending on the case, the fee will be expensive or cheap. However, recent NFT trading fees on 

Ethereum main net are unreasonably priced. 

Currently, 99% of NFT markets such as Rarible, SupeRare, and Foundation, including OpenSea, the 

leader of the NFT marketplace, are being serviced based on Ethereum Mainnet. 

At the same time, due to the recent increasing transaction fee when using Ethereum main nets such as 

DeFi, Dex, Uniswap, etc. The costing Gas records an average of 1 block, starting with a fee between 10 

dollars to 20 dollars, and in particular, an average fee of 100 dollars when registering for NFT should be 

taken. 



 

 

 
 

This high costing transaction fee is an annoying barrier to entry NFT market for new content creators 

and new buyers; it is also becoming a burden to whoever uses the Ethereum-based NFT marketplace. 

Because new creators are afraid that they will lose the expensive NFT minting fee forever if they can't 

sell their NFT items. Consequently, contradictions have begun to arise in the need to purchase an NFT 

item at over $40, which is more than twice the price of that 20$ NFT item. Therefore, if you look at the 

products currently registered in the Ethereum-based NFT market, you can feel many bubbles in the 

price. The NFT items were priced up many times due to this problem. 

Unfortunately, most of the NFT marketplaces are only enjoying this sad reality, which is that users have 

to trade NFT items at a higher price than the actual NFT itself because of the high fee. Nevertheless, it 

seems like there are no attempts to solve this problem. 

c. The recent NFT market is full of artworks and lack the fun 

Most of the major NFT marketplace platforms today focus solely on expensive artworks and luxury 

collectibles. These artworks may not appeal to everyone, especially teenagers. They are attracted to 

some interesting content such as memes and short video content on TikTok or Instagram. When asked 

in the 2020 GlobalWebIndex survey how TikTok users mainly use TikTok, the majority of respondents 

answered: "to find funny/entertaining content." So you can see, the demand of users to watch these 

kinds of content is incredibly high. In addition, according to omnicoreagency.com roughly 50% of 

TikTok's global audience is under the age of 34, with 26% between 18 and 24. 

We look forward to engaging more users with other new exciting content. Furthermore, we will not only 

be a marketplace where users can buy and sell NFT items, but we will also focus on bringing the new 

concept of the NFT social network marketplace to the world.  

Content creators can prove their work is original and exclusive; they can also sell them and even get 

royalty percent back every time their NFT content is resold. Something that was never existed before. 

We aim to create a marketplace where content creators can get more value than just from advertising 

profits and solve the repetitive problem of the current NFT market. On Coconut Global, anyone can 

create and sell short form content without considering the amount of subscribers or views; if only one 



 

 

user buys it, the creator can still make a profit, not like TikTok or YouTube platform's earning method. 

 

1.2 Advent of Coconut Global – A new fun concept of NFT marketplace 

As we have seen above, there are still many problems, but unfortunately, many NFT marketplaces are 

ignoring the problem, and it is difficult to find an attempt to solve it. 

Most of the blockchain industry, including NFTs, is being ignored by many people due to its unstable 

price, and even leaves the chance of being a scam. Besides neglecting the essence of the great 

technology of blockchain and NFT, most people are only interested in price rather than technology and 

NFT content. We have no right to blame people who only focus on price because we made it that way. 

Since we could not just stand and watch this problem, we started the Coconut Global project to solve it. 

With the advent of Coconut Global, users will no longer have to worry about such issues. Coconut Global 

is the NFT marketplace where users can create, buy and sell digital short form NFTs most easily and cost-

effectively. Users do not have to know about specialized knowledge such as coding. We are aware that 

many global creators are not familiar with blockchain and Non-fungible tokens. For that reason, we do 

our best to make Coconut Global in the easiest way for users to understand and optimize these 

technologies. 

It is impossible to solve everything at once from scratch. Therefore, we do not intend to stand and 

watch it quietly. We will continue to think continuously to solve the problems that occur in the present 

market, and we will solve them one by one. Then there is no doubt that content creators will focus on 

their work without worrying about the cost and copyright issues. And by focusing on new fun short form 

NFT such as Meme or videos like TikTok/ Instagram, we will empower content creators to refresh the 

world's NFT market in a new way of contributing their content. 

 

2. NFT Market Overview 

2.1 What is blockchain and NFT? 

a. Coconut Global – a Decentralized platform 

There are already online platforms in the world to upload and sell digital content. However, most 

services currently operate using their server inside the platform, not the blockchain, and require 

expensive fees to use the platform. In addition, not using blockchain has other disadvantages that the 

transmission line will be unstable and easy to be hacked. 

Coconut Global is operated decentralized rather than centralized using a technology called blockchain. 

Therefore, direct transactions between sellers and buyers are made without going through the hand of 

an intermediary third party. And this transaction activity is recorded on the blockchain, due to the 

nature of the blockchain, it is impossible to forge the transaction details that have already occurred. 

Coconut Global is a multi-chain decentralized social network, including an NFT marketplace platform for 

the creation, purchase, sale, exchange, or modification of unique non-fungible tokens (NFTs), 

implemented first on the Binance Smart Chain blockchain using smart contracts. 



 

 

We aim to build an NFT social network marketplace platform where users can trade NFT items and use 

social media features such as "like", comment, share, direct message and watching stream videos. 

 

b. Limitation of Ethereum 

Currently, most digital market platforms apply NFT technology that uses the Ethereum blockchain, but 

Coconut Global uses the Binance Smart Chain developed by Binance and many other blockchains will be 

integrated in the future. 

So, why do we use Binance Smart Chain instead of Ethereum main net, which is currently the most 

used? 

Currently, there are many platforms in the market for trading digital items. Most of them operate based 

on Ethereum, so you have to pay a kind of fee, called Gas, every time a transaction occurs. When using a 

service, it is natural to pay a fee, and it is quite understandable from the user's point of view. But the 

problem is the cost of this Gas fee. Currently (as of March 2021), the cost of Ethereum gas is about $15. 

This means that whenever a transaction occurs on Ethereum, you have to pay an expensive gas fee 

when minting or purchasing a product. Can you be convinced about this price? 

In addition, in the case of a dApp with many users, such as CryptoKittes, because transactions occur in 

proportion to the number of users, the processing speed becomes very slow. In the end, it inevitably 

causes much inconvenience in using the service. 

The goal of Coconut Global is to create a service where everyone can upload and sell their work, but if 

we use Ethereum Mainnet, the fee is too high, and users cannot use it. In addition, since the fees are 

high, the seller is forced to sell at a higher price than normal, and the price of the work is trading 

abnormally high. 

 

c. What is Binance and BSC (Binance Smart Chain)? 

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain developed by Binance that adds BC (Binance Chain) and Smart 

contract functions that are optimized for fast transactions. 

Before looking at the BSC, let's first find out what Binance is. 

If you've ever experienced the cryptocurrency market, you've probably heard of Binance at least once. 

Binance is currently the world's #1 cryptocurrency exchange with the most trading volume. It is today's 

reality that many people have negative perceptions of crypto exchanges. However, since its launch, 

Binance has continued to maintain the No. 1 trading volume and not only operates an exchange, but 

Binance also works on several projects such as Binance Chain and Binance DEX to develop the 

blockchain ecosystem. Binance Smart Chain is also one of the projects developed by Binance. Of course, 

it cannot say that BSC is the best because it is a project developed by the No. 1 exchange in the industry, 

but you can trust Binance only by the fact that it is always in the best position for three to four years. 

Nowadays, numerous exchanges are appearing and disappearing. Let's see what advantages BSC has 

besides being developed by Binance. 

 



 

 

 
Binance is the top 1 exchange in the cryptocurrency market 

 

Previously, Binance used the Binance chain mainly within Binance DEX (decentralized exchange). And 

the excellent point of the Binance Chain is that it can handle a huge load of transactions. Nevertheless, it 

has the disadvantage that it cannot be expanded functionally. It is usually difficult to have both usability 

and flexibility. But to compensate for the shortcomings of the Binance Chain, Binance designed the 

Binance Smart Chain, which is possible to operate a blockchain with compatibility with Binance Chain, 

Smart contract functions and Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) in parallel. 

BSC is based on a consensus mechanism called Proof of Stake (PoSA), and this consensus model 

supports fast block times and low fees. In addition, since Ethereum is the most used Smart Contract 

platform, BSC was developed to be compatible with Ethereum to take advantage of these advantages. 

Therefore, it can support various functions and dApps within the Ethereum ecosystem. 

It is clear why Coconut Global uses Binance Smart Chain rather than Ethereum. It is because the fees are 

much cheaper than when using Ethereum. If you have to pay a high commission every time a transaction 

occurs, there is no reason to use it from the user's perspective. Currently, most of the services use 

Ethereum, which has to pay an expensive fee, and therefore, there is a situation in which the fee may be 

higher than the item itself when trying to upload it on the platform to sell. The vision of our service is 

that anyone should be able to use Coconut Global without any restrictions. Who would use it if it costs 

40 to 90 dollars each to be posted for selling a work? 



 

 

Therefore, Coconut Global is using Binance Smart Chain to solve this problem.

 
The chart above shows the average gas price on Binance Smart Chain. The average gas price is 15 Gwei. 

In BSC, 1 gwei is 0.000000001 BNB. 



 

 

 
The chart above shows the total number of transactions that occurred in BSC. Although the number of 

transactions occurring in BSC is increasing, it can be seen that the fee is almost constant or rather 

cheaper. This shows that unlike Ethereum, the service can be operated stably in the future. 

d. What is NFT? 

When a transaction is made using a blockchain, the transaction details cannot be modified. However, 

there are still problems that have not been solved. It is the digital content copyright issue. How can I 

prove that my digital content is original? When I say that it is impossible to prove, it means that it is 

impossible to determine whether the work I made or the copy of my work is genuine. 

For this reason, Coconut Global is solving this problem by introducing NFT technology. So what is an 

NFT? 

NFT stands for Non-Fungible Token, which means 'non-replaceable token'. "Impossible to replace" 

means that it cannot be exchanged for something else. 



 

 

Therefore, if we put digital content such as photos, audio, and video in the NFT, the digital content 

contained in the NFT becomes only one irreplaceable product. 

  

However, digital content, as we know, can be easily copied by anyone. Even if you upload digital content 

to the NFT, if people can copy the content, it can't be said that it is no longer impossible to replace. 

But this is not a problem. NFT is recorded on the blockchain, because all records are transparently 

stored and cannot be modified due to the nature of the blockchain, so the original and the copy can be 

distinguished. With the introduction of NFT technology, we no longer have to worry about the piracy 

that has plagued us. 

 

e. Characteristics of NFT 

 

Scarcity: Scarcity can be emphasized by limiting the total issuance of NFTs. 

Transparency: On-chain NFTs can track NFT's transaction history through Explorer. 

Guaranteed Ownership: As NFTs are recorded on the blockchain, owners can ensure ownership of their 

content. 

 

2.2 NFT Market Overview 

 

You may not be familiar with the concept and technology of NFT yet. And if you look at digital works 

that are currently sold at unusual prices in most markets, you may think of them as scams. 

However, as explained above, NFT has opened a new path to the digital world with a technology that 

can distinguish between original and copy work. The potential of NFT is immense because it has greater 

value as a core element of the economy and the blockchain ecosystem. 

 

Great opportunity to join in NFT market 

 

According to a new report at NonFungible.com, more than $2 billion was spent on non-fungible tokens, 

or NFTs, during the first quarter of 2021 — representing an increase of about 2,100% from Q4 2020. In 

addition, The NFT market's big Q1 comes after $93 million worth of NFTs were sold between October 

and December of 2020. There were twice as many NFT buyers as sellers during the first three months of 

2021. Therefore, you can see that this NFT market has great potential for content creators. And for NFT 

lovers and collectors worldwide, you may like to pay attention to NFTs because you know, when you're 

buying an NFT you own that contained content. What you have is an authentication — a digital 

certificate — that makes it extraordinarily scarce or rare. 

And don't be worry about missing the boat because this is still the right time to enter this market. NFT 

marketplaces are still in their infancy, but with the massive number of people participating globally and 

many big investors like Binance coming into this field. And for this reason, the NFT market will grow 

faster than ever includes both transaction volume and Market capitalization. 



 

 

According to NonFungible.com, there were 73,000 NFT buyers and 33,000 NFT sellers in Q1 2021. This 

disparity helped drive prices higher. Furthermore, it is a signal of massive interest in newcomers and the 

desire of current owners to keep their assets, which creates a phenomenon of scarcity in the market. 

  

In addition, according to Forbes, Year-to-date, within less than three months early 2021, the combined 

market cap of major NFT projects has increased by 1,785%. 

 

 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/youngjoseph/2021/03/29/nft-market-rages-on-nfts-market-cap-grow-

1785-in-2021-as-demand-explodes/?sh=72f85af17fdc 

 

Consequently, major NFT marketplaces, like Rarible and Opensea, saw their sales rise by anywhere 

between 50-fold to 100-fold in the past three months. 

The NFT market sees significant investments from companies, funds, exchanges, and traditional venture 

capital firms from both the crypto and tech sectors. 

Based on these current growth rates, the NFT market will certainly account for a huge portion of the 

virtual goods economy worldwide. 

 

Last but not least, Micheal Casey from Coindesk.com said that 'NFT is the solution to the Web 3.0 era. 

The solution is to change the old business model completely. NFT can be a useful method; it may not be 

perfect. Still, it is the first technology that has the potential to solve one of the important problems of 

the Web 2.0 era, digital replicability'. 

Source: http://www.coindeskkorea.com/news/articleView.html?idxno=73683 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/youngjoseph/2021/03/29/nft-market-rages-on-nfts-market-cap-grow-1785-in-2021-as-demand-explodes/?sh=72f85af17fdc
https://www.forbes.com/sites/youngjoseph/2021/03/29/nft-market-rages-on-nfts-market-cap-grow-1785-in-2021-as-demand-explodes/?sh=72f85af17fdc
http://www.coindeskkorea.com/news/articleView.html?idxno=73683


 

 

 

3. Coconut Global Overview 

 

Coconut Global is a new NFT Marketplace platform where people can trade short form NFTs. Imagine 

that you can use a very interesting video social network similar to TikTok but also monetize your content 

easily without waiting for advertising money. Introducing Coconut Global - A blockchain decentralized 

streaming social network including an NFT marketplace that allows you to enjoy interesting video 

content and monetize in a variety of ways. 

 

Our vision is to empower creators to contribute their content and generate benefits by NFTs. Coconut 

Global is easy-to-use and so convenient that anyone can create/trade their NFTs on our platform then 

earn and enjoy. 

Coconut Global is non-custodial, so no one besides you can move or withdraw your NFT digital assets. By 

using blockchain NFT technology, You will prove that your content is unique in the world and was 

created by you. NFTs help content creators overcome the barriers that today they are facing, such as the 

high fees when selling digital content on centralized platforms or too easy to be copied.  

Coconut Global platform also has a strong community of dedicated content creators and their fans. 

Coconut Global has been attracting more global users with the ambition to become the leading short 

form content provider of the NFT market. 

 

4. Coconut Global Vision 

 

Anyone can use Coconut Global marketplace 

 

We are well aware that most people are not familiar with blockchain or NFT technology. For that reason, 

we do our best to build the most simple-to-use short form NFT marketplace – Coconut Global. We bring 

web 3.0 NFT technology innovation to everyday use for users to enjoy the best entertainment content. 

 

Minimize the fees for users when using our NFT platform 

 

To make this happen, we are running on Binance Smart Chain for the best fees and highest speed of 

transaction. 

 

Refresh the current NFT market  

 

As you already know, the current NFT market is just focusing on expensive artworks and luxury 

collectibles. This kind of content is not appealing to everyone, especially the young generation; we will 

focus on empowering Meme or Instagram, TikTok short form content creators to provide new fun 

entertaining content NFT platform to the world. 

And we are making a new platform where creators can generate profits unlike TikTok's earning method. 

The creators do not have to worry about gaining followers or views anymore due to the trading system 

is integrated into Coconut Global. On Coconut Global, creators now can prove ownership of their NFT 



 

 

content and sell them or receive money by our donating function. Additionally, creator can receive 

money through the royalty function every time his/her NFT is resold. Each time it is resold the creator is 

still seen as the original creator of that NFT.  Boost your reputation and receive money at the same time. 

 

Remove barriers, empower content creators to the NFT market to contribute their content in our new 

fun way. 

 

We let content creators contribute their content in a new way which means they can have a digital 

certification that proves that their content is authentic and exclusive. They can also make money from 

selling NFTs and receiving royalty payments or donation money, not only from advertisements or views. 

 

Become the world-leading short form NFT content provider 

 

Many people always want to use Meme/ Instagram/TikTok short videos on their project or work, but 

they are afraid that they will violate copyright law and have their completed project or work removed. 

Or when a person finds an entertaining content very interesting, and they want to own that content for 

themselves. So with the advent of Coconut Global, we aspire to be the world-leading short form NFT 

content provider. Now they do not have to wait anymore and can easily purchase that content on our 

platform. In addition, fans of creators who want to own an NFT item created by their favorite content 

creators can easily purchase it anytime, anywhere in the world. 

 

Become a global entertainment content paradise 

 

We also think about content viewers' concerns; they just often want to focus on entertainment with 

quality and interesting content, but the ads are super annoying when using platforms like YouTube. 

Repeatability advertisements often appear to interrupt and unfavorably affect the user experience. If 

they want to get rid of these spamming ads, they have to pay an expensive fee to be upgraded to 

premium users. When coming to Coconut Global, content viewers will enjoy the freshest and most 

exciting content from extremely talented creators continuously without any disruption, helping viewers 

feel like coming to an entertainment paradise. 

 

5. Coconut Global platform features 

 

Coconut Global platform focus on servicing the Creation, Exploration, and Trade/Earn of NFT items. We 

will build a service where users can easily trade NFT. By focusing on short video content NFT like TikTok, 

Instagram or Meme video, we look forward to refreshing the current NFT market, bringing freshness and 

excitement to global users. We are proud to present that we have developed innovative features best to 

serve our users in both content and NFT technology. Especially after our platform is settled, we will 

begin shifting focus to allow content creators to create the freshest and most interesting content to 

extract as much value from their owned NFTs beyond simply ownership.  

 

Empowering Creation (Both Single and Multiple NFTs) 

 

We have developed a platform with an easy-to-use interface to mint NFT items and distribute them with 



 

 

any intention. By focusing on the platform interface, we can provide users an interface designed to view 

creator's content most excitingly and continuously. 

 +Tokenize any content as an NFT. We allow users to mint and customize any file of their creations to 

single (ERC 721) or multiple (ERC 1155) NFTs. 

Both ERC 721 and ERC 1155 are for creating Non-fungible tokens also known as NFTs. In short, NFT is a 

way in which we can show digital ownership of unique or rarer assets on a blockchain.  

An ERC 721 allows users to create assets that are totally unique and clearly show who has ownership of 

that asset. For example, if I was a video creator, I could turn one of my videos into a digital asset and 

easily sell it on NFT marketplaces. And thanks to the properties of ERC 721 and the blockchain on which 

it’s based (In this case is Binance Smart Chain) we’re able to clearly see when this asset was created, 

who created it, who owns it now and what price they paid for it. This is a powerful standard because 

these information is immutable and can’t be tampered with which means that is easy to verify who 

owns an asset and it is easy to determine if someone has made a fake copy of your asset. 

An ERC 1155 is similar to the ERC 721 because they both have the ability to create digital assets that are 

totally unique. However, unlike the ERC 721, the ERC 1155 also has the ability to create digital assets 

that are not unique. For example, if we wanted to create a Pokemon card trading game, we had 10 

copies of a Pikachu card and the goal is to collect all 10 copies, we can easily do this with an ERC 1155 

but this is a confusing part for a lot of people because now we can have copies of NFT. It is technically no 

longer unique but non-unique assets are not actually a bad thing. ERC 1155s are gaining popularity when 

creating assets for virtual-world or games because typically you might not want every Pokemon card in a 

game to be unique. You probably want two or three types of Pokemon cards but then hundreds or even 

thousands of copies of those cards to make them more appealing to collect just like the real-life 

Pokemon cards collecting hobby.  

In conclusion, both ERC 721 (Single NFT) and ERC 1155 (Multiple NFT) can help users to create and track 

all information about NFTs on the blockchain. Therefore, depending on the user's purpose of use, they 

will use single NFT or multiple NFT according to their own needs. For example, creators want their 

content to become a single NFT edition or to become multiple NFT editions for fans/collectors to 

purchase. We will provide both single NFT and multiple NFT minting features to provide users with the 

most convenient experiences. 

 +Provide custom flexible royalties on creation to get secondary sale commission. CONUT tokens holders 

will also have access to higher royalty limits. 

 

Various Exploration 

 

Exploration means the way of finding and enjoying NFTs on our platform. We aim for a fast, fun, and 

easy way to peruse our marketplace then find out NFTs of user’s interest. 

 +Register and edit your user profile (update avatar, bio, custom URL, social media, personal site, email)  

 +Regularly feature content/ recommend NFTs from our team choice and NFTs voted by the community. 



 

 

 +Enhance social features for users include following like/ comment/ share favorite NFT item/ direct 

message/ follow function. 

 +Recommend users promoted profiles section that including user profiles that used CONUT to be 

promoted or profiles that got a lot of interactions. 

 +Create social channels for our community to discuss, engage and vote for the platform upgrade and 

moderation.  

 +In the near future, we will also integrate the Newfeed AI Recommendation feature so that users can 

easily find the short form content they love. 

 

+Also, holding CONUT token helps your NFTs exposed more frequently on the trending section. 

 

Facilitating trade NFT items 

 

Once users have created their NFTs or have found their favorite NFTs, users can transact fast and 

securely on the Coconut Global platform. Traders will enjoy the convenience and maximize their profits 

when they can trade NFTs by BUSD, BNB or CONUT on our platform. 

 + The NFT creator will determine the payment method for that NFT. 

 + The NFT creator will set the amount of their NFT royalties, then get royalties back automatically from 

any valid secondary sale of that NFT. CONUT tokens holders will also have access to higher royalty limits. 

 + Creators can mint their content(video) to NFT (a digital ownership certificate stored on the 

blockchain) and sell it easily. 

 + Other users can watch and choose videos that they think will become viral to buy at low prices and 

resell at high prices to make profits similar to trading stocks or cryptocurrencies. Or they just like an NFT 

so much they have to own it. 

 

Service Fee 

 

We provide low fees for all NFT transactions on our platform to empower our community to grow. 

Standard buyer fee: 2.5% 

Standard seller fee: 2.5% 

 

Binance Smart Chain Community 

 

Being a Binance Smart Chain developer community member, Coconut Global is proud to join a 

prestigious and quality ecosystem with successful projects. Binance Smart Chain not only provides 

super-fast transaction but also charge a very low fee. For this reason, we believe that by running on 

Binance Smart Chain, we will deliver our platform's vision to global users. We also look forward to 

cooperating and partnering with other Binance Smart Chain–based projects to bring more value to the 

community. We will expand our marketplace liquidity for users. Therefore, they can experience our 

platform in the best way. By serving our users in the most reliable way, we aim to build a robust 

platform where viewers and collectors can enjoy the most exciting content. At the same time, content 



 

 

creators can have a new way to contribute their content and get back the maximum of their value. 

 

Streaming Feature 

Like many other social networks, we will also develop a Streaming function on our platform. Helping 

creators and viewers stay connected and entertained together. Streaming function also makes it easier 

to discuss and share about trading short form NFTs. 

 

Helper service 

 

One of our strong points is easy to use. But if you are a busy person or just find it too hard to participate 

in a blockchain/crypto site. Don't worry! Getting used to crypto processes like wallet creation, account 

registration, KYC, money transfer, etc takes a specific time and can confuse some people. Therefore, you 

may want an excellent agent to take care of your content and bring back maximum profits. We will take 

care of the user's upload/ trade/withdrawal process with our helper service. Everyone can use the 

helper service on Coconut Global just by a very few simple steps but only have to pay small fees. 

Helper selling/buying NFT fee: 5% 

Helper withdrawal fee: 0.5% 

KYC system 

 

To make it easy for users to verify the identity of themselves and other users, Coconut Global provides 

"Verified" labels to users who have verified their identity through the KYC procedure. The KYC procedure 

requires users to provide information including their citizen ID card photo, a photo of their face, and a 

photo of their face with the ID card. 

In addition, KYC helps Coconut Global ensure compliance with regional regulations. 

 

Reporting System 

Coconut Global users can report Cryptoasset (NFT) that they think it linked to assets, listings, smart 

contracts, and collections that include metadata that violates international or Dubai intellectual 

property laws, promotes suicide or self-harm, incites hate or violence against others, degrades or doxes 

another individual, depicts minors in sexually suggestive situations, or is otherwise illegal in Dubai. This 

kind of NFT is prohibited on Coconut Global and will be removed without prior notice after we finishing 

check it. We will attach a “Being Censored Label” to the Cryptoasset (NFT) has been reported by another 

users for suspected content standards violations, and is likely to be removed from the platform by 

Coconut Global without prior notice. Therefore, Users should consider carefully before purchasing this 

Cryptoasset (NFT). 

 

Fiat to Crypto Gateway and vice versa 



 

 

In order to support our users to use the service in the most convenient way, we will always seek and 

cooperate with third parties companies to provide fiat to crypto or vice versa services. 

 

6. Coconut Global NFT Marketplace Technical explanation 

 

7. CONUT Token 

 

Coconut Global always aims to be the most convenient and profitable NFT marketplace for creators and 

collectors. Therefore Coconut Global is developing with the firm will to become a fully Decentralized 

Autonomous Organization with our governance token for users. They can influence decisions and 

incentivize active participation by our token. 

The token governance project-management model has been received much support from the 

community and has been proven to be efficient within DeFi industry. 

Welcome to CONUT: the utility and governance token of Coconut Global. CONUT allows the most active 

creators and viewers/collectors on Coconut Global to vote for any platform upgrades decision and join 

in curation and moderation. Our token will be issued and distributed as a BEP20 token on the Binance 

Smart Chain blockchain. Besides, CONUT token also has many valuable features. 

 

7.1 CONUT Usage 

 

Coconut Global users can enjoy maximum convenience and profit by holding a specific amount of 

CONUT tokens. Users without CONUT tokens will not be able to access unlimited features. 

 

Used for trading NFT items. Users can also use BUSD, BNB  

 

Coconut Global users can use CONUT tokens for trading NFT items on our platform, and for maximizing 

the convenience of trading on Coconut Global, we also allow users to trade by BUSD or BNB. 

 

 

Voting on system upgrades and Moderation  

 

If our community want a new feature or a platform improvement? Don't worry; when our community 

votes, we execute! 

 Holders of CONUT can submit and vote on proposals about:  

 +Coconut Global's trading fee  

 +New Coconut Global features to be developed or implemented by our team  



 

 

 +The use of CONUT to further decentralize the governance and development of Coconut Global 

 

Donation to Creator/Owner 

 

Creating a convenient way for viewers/fans to support their favorite creator/NFT owner when they can't 

afford to buy short form NFTs. Viewers/Fans can send CONUT to donate to the creator/owner to show 

their love and support when the creator/owner is streaming or even off-line. 

Receive/ Increase Royalty Payment Limit 

 

Holding CONUT will allow you to set a higher percentage of royalty payment than users who don't hold 

CONUT 

 

Expose NFT more on Trending section 

Holding CONUT helps your NFTs exposed more frequently on the trending section besides the NFTs with 

high engagement than users who don’t hold CONUT. 

 

Expose your Profile more on Coconut Global Explore site 

Holding CONUT helps your Profile exposed more frequently on the Coconut Global Explore site next to 

those with high engagement than users who don’t hold CONUT. 

 

 

7.2 How to earn CONUT 

 

+Earn CONUT by selling NFT items on Coconut Global platform 

To earn CONUT you can trade NFT items on our platform. 
 
+Earn CONUT by the donation feature (Receive CONUT from viewers/fans donation) 
Receive CONUT from your viewers/fans donations. 
 
+Earn CONUT by swapping on Pancakeswap  
You can swap your BUSD or BNB into our tokens on PancakeSwap.  

 

+Earn CONUT by trading on global exchanges 

You can earn CONUT tokens by trading on global exchanges. 

 

7.3 CONUT Token Allocation + Distribution 

Token name: CONUT 

Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain (BEP20) 

Total supply: 10,000,000,000 CONUT 

Allocation of CONUT 



 

 

Allocation Percentage Number of Token Distribution Time 

Early Investors & 

Advisors 

6% 600,000,000 CONUT 16 months Lock-up. 

Then release linear 

in 24 months 

Token Sales 10% 1,000,000,000 CONUT 12 months Lock-up. 

Then release linear 

in 12 months 

Treasury 9% 900,000,000 CONUT 12 months Lock-up. 

Then release linear 

in 36 months 

Core Team & Founder 10% 1,000,000,000 CONUT 20 months Lock-up. 

Then release linear 

in 36 months 

Reserve 10% 1,000,000,000 CONUT  

Business Partnership 10% 1,000,000,000 CONUT 12 months Lock-up. 

Then release linear 

in 36 months 

Ecosystem 45% 4,500,000,000 CONUT  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Roadmap 

COCONUT GLOBAL ROADMAP 

  



 

 

2022 Q1 2022 Q2 2022 Q3 2022 Q4 2023 Q1 

+BSC Mainnet 

Beta Open ✓ 

+Cooperate with 

Tech Partners  ✓ 

+CONUT token 

Issuance ✓ 

+Cooperate with 

video creators ✓ 

+Like, Comment, 

Share Function ✓ 

+Reporting 

System ✓ 

Private Sale  

 

+KYC system  

+Official Service 

Open  

+SNS Marketing 

Campaign  

+Press Release  

+List CONUT to 

CEX and DEX 

+Hire more Video 

Creators 

+Cross Marketing 

with Tech & 

Media Partners 

 

+Cooperate with 

more 

+Entertainment 

Companies 

+Holding Short 

form NFT 

Contests & Events  

+Donating 

Function 

+Follow, 

Following, 

Follower Function 

+Governance 

System 

 

+Direct Message 

Function 

+Mobile App 

+Royalty Function  

+Creating own’s 

Collection Feature 

+Newsfeed AI 

Recommendation 

Feature  

 

+Integrate 

Multiple Mainnets 

+Streaming 

Function  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Disclaimer 

CONUT tokens (referred to as "CONUT") issued by DMCC Ltd are not intended to constitute securities or 

grants of any ownership rights, units in a business trust, units in a collective investment scheme, or any 

other regulated products jurisdiction. 

This Whitepaper is meant to provide more information on the CONUT Token Economy and functions of 

CONUT and does not constitute a prospectus or oer document of any sort. This Whitepaper does not 

constitute or form part of any opinion or any advice to sell, or any recommendation or solicitation of any 

oer to purchase CONUT nor shall it or any part of it or the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be 

relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision. 

No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment to the sale and purchase of 

CONUT. No digital tokens or another form of payment is to be accepted based on this Whitepaper. Any 



 

 

agreement between DMCC Ltd and you as a recipient or purchaser, and in relation to any airdrop, sale 

or purchase of CONUT is to be governed by a separate document setting out the terms and conditions 

(the "T&Cs") of such agreement and no other document. In the event of any inconsistencies between 

the T&Cs and this Whitepaper, the T&Cs shall prevail. 

Your eligibility to receive, purchase, or sell CONUT on digital token exchanges, is subject to your 

compliance with their respective terms and conditions. No regulatory authority has examined or 

approved any of the information set out in this Whitepaper. No such action has been or will be taken 

under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or 

dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or 

rules have been complied with. 

Disclaimer of Liability 

To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, DMCC Ltd shall not be 

liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or 

otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), 

arising out of or in connection with any acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof 

by you. 

No representations and warranties by DMCC Ltd 

DMCC Ltd does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or 

undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, warranty or 

undertaking with the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information set out in this 

Whitepaper. 

 Representations and warranties by you 

 By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in this Whitepaper or such part thereof (as 

the case may be), you represent and warrant to DMCC Ltd as follows: 

 +You agree and acknowledge that CONUT does not constitute securities, units in a business trust, or 

units in a collective investment scheme, or any other regulated products in any jurisdiction; 

 +You agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or oer document of 

any sort and is not intended to constitute an oer of securities, units in a business trust, or units in a 

collective investment scheme in any jurisdiction or a recommendation or solicitation for investment, and 

you are not bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment, and no digital token or 

another form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper; 

 +You agree and acknowledge that CONUT shall not be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as 

enabling, or according to any opportunity, recipients or purchasers to participate in, or receive profits, 

income, or other payments or returns arising from or in connection with CONUT, or to receive sums paid 

out of such profits, income, or other payments or returns; 

+You agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or approved of the information 

set out in this Whitepaper, no action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements 

or rules of any jurisdiction and the publication, distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper to you 



 

 

does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or regulations have been complied 

with; 

 +You agree and acknowledge that this Whitepaper, the undertaking and/or the completion of the listing 

of the CONUT, or future trading of CONUT on digital token exchanges, shall not be construed, 

interpreted or deemed by you as an indication of the merits of CONUT or the digital token exchanges; 

 +The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper, any part thereof or any copy thereof, or 

acceptance of the same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or 

rules in your jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, you have 

observed and complied with all such restrictions at your own expense and without liability to CONUT; 

 +You are fully aware of and understand that you are not eligible to purchase any CONUT if you are a 

person from any restricted locations as set forth in terms of Service (or an equivalent document) of the 

digital token exchanges where CONUT is listed; 

+You have an essential degree of understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, storage, 

transmission mechanisms, and other material characteristics of digital tokens, blockchain-based 

softwares, blockchain technology and smart contract technology; 

 +You are fully aware and understand that in the case where you wish to purchase any CONUT, there are 

risks associated with digital token exchanges and their business and operations; 

 +You agree and acknowledge that CONUT will not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, 

consequential or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss 

of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any 

acceptance of or reliance on this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you, including in relation to: 

 +Nothing contained in this Whitepaper is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or 

undertaking as to the future performance or policies of DMCC Ltd or CONUT. Please note that this 

Whitepaper is also only a work in progress and the information in this Whitepaper is current only as of 

the date on the cover hereof. DMCC Ltd reserves the right to update the Whitepaper and the content 

therein from time to time. 

 No advice 

No information in this Whitepaper should be considered to be business, legal, financial or tax advice 

regarding DMCC Ltd or CONUT. You should consult your own legal, financial, tax or another professional 

adviser regarding their businesses and operations. You should be aware that you may be required to 

bear the financial risk of any purchase of CONUT for an indefinite period. 

Restrictions on distribution and dissemination 

The distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper or any part thereof may be prohibited or restricted 

by the laws, regulatory requirements and rules of any jurisdiction. In the case where any restriction 

applies, you are to inform yourself about and to observe any restrictions which are applicable to your 

possession of this Whitepaper or such part thereof (as the case may be) at your own expense and 

without liability to DMCC Ltd Persons who have been provided access to this Whitepaper or to whom a 

copy of this Whitepaper has been distributed or disseminated or who otherwise have the White Paper in 



 

 

their possession shall not circulate it to any other persons, reproduce or otherwise distribute this 

Whitepaper or any information contained herein for any purpose whatsoever nor permit or cause the 

same to occur. 

Risks and uncertainties 

Prospective purchasers of CONUT should carefully consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties 

associated with CONUT, and its businesses and operations, and all information set out in this 

Whitepaper and the T&Cs, prior to any purchase of CONUT. 

THE CONUT TOKEN ECONOMY INFRASTRUCTURE WILL BE DELIVERED OR REALISED. IF ANY OF SUCH 

RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES DEVELOPS INTO ACTUAL EVENTS, THE BUSINESS, FINANCIAL CONDITION, 

RESULTS OF OPERATIONS, AND PROSPECTS COULD BE MATERIALLY AND ADVERSELY AFFECTED. IN SUCH 

CASES, YOU MAY LOSE ALL OR PART OF THE VALUE OF CONUT. IF YOU HAVE PURCHASED CONUT, YOUR 

PURCHASE CANNOT BE REFUNDED OR EXCHANGED. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


